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Prologue
If ever you are required to research something on the heritage of the RAF College - it 
could be looking up details of a relative who might have been trained at the College, or it 
could be a more complex review of specific trends throughout its 100 year history - 
inevitably you will be encouraged to explore the Library’s holding of College Journals. 

In addition to many other records held within the College and other, third party archives, 
these journals contain a wealth of information on the milestones, the events and the 
thinking that underpinned College operations. They are essential reading for anyone who 
wishes to gain an understanding of how the College evolved and took on the challenges 
that confronted the world’s oldest air training academy throughout its marvellous history. 

As its contribution to “College 100” - the celebration of 100 years of officer training at the 
RAF College -  the Cranwellian Association has created a suite of albums that capture 
RAF Cranwell’s heritage. Not least are the albums, one for each year of the College’s 
existence, that reproduce extracts from the College Journals. 

This particular album is one of six chapters that portray 100 topics - ‘memories’ per se - 
each drawing on Journal extracts in an attempt to summarise life at the College 
throughout its history, from a variety of perspectives. They are extracts of original articles 
in the Journals and so their accuracy is dependent on the authors of the day; the dates in 
each slide title indicate each article’s date of origin.  

We hope “College 100 Memories” gives you an enjoyable insight into life at the College 
between 1920 and 2010. Happy reading.



Memories that Symbolise 100 Years of Flight

4.   Parachuting Articles (2) (1926 & 1933)
6.   Autogyros (1929)
8.   Early Flights (1927)
13. Air Combat (2) (1928 & 2010)
23. Airship Articles (4) (1929, 1931/2 & 1951)
32. Formation Flying (2) (1930, 1997)
36. Rotary Wing Aircraft Articles (2) (1938 & 1962)
44. Laws of Air Warfare (1939)
46. Flying - “The Good Old Days” (1951)
47. Flying Forty Years Ago (1954) 
49. Flying Since the War (1955) 
50. Early Instrument Flying (1955) 
51. The Bomber in Perspective (1961) 
53. Hovercraft Articles (3) (1962 & 1963) 
59. The Goldfish Club (1969)
61. Battle of Britain Film (1969) 
65. Composites (1982)
66. Optical Fibre (1983/4)
68. Space (1985/6)
69. RPV Warfare (2012)

To start any specific article: 
1. Note the slide number shown in red on this page; then  
2. Scroll to the slide number shown in the article, e.g. 4



Autumn 1926 - Parachuting Articles (1)4



Autumn 1933 - Parachuting Articles (2)



Spring 1929 - Autogyros (1)6



Spring 1929 - Autogyros (2)



Spring 1927 - Early Flights (1)8



Spring 1927 - Early Flights (2)



Spring 1927 - Early Flights (3)



Spring 1927 - Early Flights (4)



Spring 1927 - Early Flights (5)



Spring 1928 - Air Combat WW1 (1a)13



Spring 1928 - Air Combat WW1 (1b)



Spring 1928 - Air Combat WW1 (1c)



2010 - Combat Ops (2a)



2010 - Combat Ops (2b)



2010 - Combat Ops (2c)



2010 - Combat Ops (2d)



2010 - Combat Ops (2e)



2010 - Combat Ops (2f)



2010 - Combat Ops (2g)



Spring 1929 - Airship Articles (1a)23



Spring 1929 - Airship Articles (1b)



Spring 1929 - Airship Articles (1c)



Autumn 1931 - Airship Articles (2a)



Autumn 1931 - Airship Articles (2b)



Autumn 1931 - Airship Articles (2c)



Autumn 1931 - Airship Articles (2d)



Autumn 1932 - Airship Articles (3)



March 1951 - Airship Articles (4)



Spring 1930 - Formation Flying (1a)32



Spring 1930 - Formation Flying (1b)



March 1997 - Red Arrows 1996 (2a)



March 1997 - Red Arrows 1996 (2b)



Autumn 1938 - Rotary Wing Aircraft (1a)36



Autumn 1938 - Rotary Wing Aircraft (1b)



Autumn 1938 - Rotary Wing Aircraft (1c)



Autumn 1938 - Rotary Wing Aircraft (1d)



Autumn 1962 - Rotary Wing Aircraft (2a) 



Autumn 1962 - Rotary Wing Aircraft (2b) 



Spring 1939 - Laws of Air Warfare (1)42



Spring 1939 - Laws of Air Warfare (2)



Spring 1939 - Laws of Air Warfare (3)



Spring 1939 - Laws of Air Warfare (4)



March 1951 - Flying in “The Good Old Days”46



March 1954 - Flying Forty Years Ago (1)47



March 1954 - Flying Forty Years Ago (2)



March 1955 - Flying Since the War 49



June 1955 - Early Instrument Flying 50



Autumn 1961 - The Bomber in Perspective (1)51



Autumn 1961 - The Bomber in Perspective (2)



Spring 1962 - Cranwell Hovercraft (1a)53



Spring 1962 - Cranwell Hovercraft (1b)



Summer 1962 - Cranwell Hovercraft (2a) 



Summer 1962 - Cranwell Hovercraft (2b) 



Summer 1963 - Cranwell Hovercraft (3a)



Summer 1963 - Cranwell Hovercraft (3b)



January 1969 - The Goldfish Club (1)59



January 1969 - The Goldfish Club (2)



January 1969 - Battle of Britain Film (1)61



January 1969 - Battle of Britain Film (2)



January 1969 - Battle of Britain Film (3)



January 1969 - Battle of Britain Film (4)



1982 - Composites65



1983-1984 - Optical Fibre (1)66



1983-1984 - Optical Fibre (2)



1985-1986 - Space68



May 2012 - RPV Warfare 

35 - Complex World, Complex Challenges

On 25 March 2011 an attack from a Royal Air Force Reaper, a Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) operated from Creech Air Force 

Base in Nevada, USA, was responsible for the deaths of four Afghan 
civilians and injuries to 2 others.  This was the !rst Ministry of Defence-
acknowledged killing of civilians involving the Reaper since the UK began 
remotely operating the equipment in Afghanistan in 20071.  On a larger 
scale, American Reaper operations in Afghanistan, as well as in Pakistan, 
regularly result in civilian deaths.  Available statistics are highly disputed, 
with a clear disparity between NATO-sourced reports and Afghanistan/ 
Pakistan-sourced reports.  However, it is likely that USAF-operated 
Reapers in Afghanistan and CIA-operated Reapers in Pakistan have 
resulted in many dozens, perhaps many hundreds, of civilian deaths.

RPAS operations represent only a small, though increasingly important, 
proportion of the overall military e"ect in Afghanistan: a military e"ort 
that supports the strategic aims 

long-term regional stability.  RPAS operations that result in the deaths of 
civilians make up only a small proportion of the sorties #own but attract 
a high media pro!le, both domestically and internationally.  However, 
civilian deaths in this highly complex asymmetric war attract not only 
unfavourable headlines, but also prompt a number of questions.  These 
include, but are not limited to: Why has the UK government deployed 
RPASs in Afghanistan?  What are the strategic and personal implications of 
civilian deaths, so called ‘collateral damage’?  What psychological impact 
does remote killing have on the Reaper crews, as well as on civilians in 
areas of operation?  To what extent do NATO allies, especially the UK and 
US, share culpability for each other’s actions?

A brief exploration of these questions will highlight the di$culty of 
conducting complex air operations in a hostile and uncertain enemy 
environment in the twenty-!rst century.  It will also indicate the degree 
of sophistication required in current and future RAF training if air force 
personnel, of all ranks, are to develop the critical analytical skills and 
global political awareness necessary to successfully support the UK 
government’s strategic aims through the application of airpower.

War is as old as humanity itself and the essence of war through the ages 
has remained largely unchanged: the desire of one state, tribe or group 
to impose its political will on another.  Technological advances enable 
killing in war to be conducted on an industrial scale, using weaponry 

Complex World, Complex Challenges: The Operation Of Remotely Piloted 
Aircraft Systems In Afghanistan
Dr Peter Lee, King’s College London Lecturer in Air Power Studies, RAF College Cranwell

An RAF Reaper of 39 Squadron.

that would have been beyond the imaginings of scientists and military 
strategists even a century ago.  The RPAS typi!es the advances that have 
been made and present political and military leaders with the ability to 
kill enemies where covert in!ltration on the ground would be impossible, 
at almost no risk to one’s own airmen.  However, before speci!c issues 
concerning the use of RPASs are identi!ed, let us consider the basis on 
which they are currently being deployed.

On 12 September 2001, twenty four hours after the Al Qaeda attacks on 
New York and the Pentagon, President George W. Bush declared a wide-
ranging and open ended ‘War on Terror’.  That same day, in response 
to a request from the US, NATO invoked Article 5 of its charter, thereby 
formally involving the UK in any military response:

The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of 
them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack 
against them all and consequently they agree that, if such an 
armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of 
individual or collective self-defence recognised by Article 51 of 
the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties 
so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with 
the other Parties, such action as it deems necessary, including the 
use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the 
North Atlantic area2.

The US and NATO sought no United Nations Security Council resolution 
authorising military action, adjudging that the principle of self-defence 
set out in Article 51 of the UN Charter legitimised their response to 
the attacks.  In the weeks that followed, it emerged that the group 
responsible, Al Qaeda, and its leader Osama bin Laden had conducted 
their planning and training in Taliban-led Afghanistan.  On 7 October 
2001, after the Taliban government in Kabul refused to hand over bin 
Laden and other Al Qaeda personnel, US and UK forces launched an aerial 
bombardment and the !ghting in Afghanistan began.

The extent to which the right to self defence justi!ed the invasion of 
Afghanistan, when it was not the state itself but a group operating from 
within its borders that attacked America, continues to be a source of 
debate.  The moral argument appears to be the most permissive and 
the right to self defence has sat at the heart of the just war tradition for 
millennia.  International law, in the form of the UN Charter, was set out 
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in the context of inter-state activities and does not easily lend itself to 
actions between states and sub-state actors such as Al Qaeda.  Despite 
this, on 20 December 2001, the UN Security Council authorised the 
establishment of an ‘International Security Assistance Force’ to assist 
the Afghan Interim Authority in the maintenance of security in Kabul 
and its surrounding areas3, authority that has been extended multiple 
times until the present.

Setting aside the intricacies of international law and military operations in 
Afghanistan, at no point has the UN provided any legal basis for the CIA’s 
RPAS operations in Pakistan.  Though mandated by the US government, 
American use of the Reaper across the Afghanistan/Pakistan border 
is in clear violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty under Article 2 of the UN 
Charter which states:

All members shall refrain in their international relations from the 
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 
independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent 
with the Purposes of the UN4.

While the UK currently uses the Reaper within the terms of the UN 
authority granted to ISAF, its close military alliance with the US over the 
past decade means that in many quarters, both at home and abroad, the 
UK shares at least some degree of moral culpability for their partner’s 
actions.

At the level of tactical operations all military personnel operate under 
Rules of Engagement (RoE) that are authorised by their own governments, 
thereby locating armed forces personnel within their respective domestic 
legal frameworks.  In addition, the UK is a signatory to the Rome Statute 
and all British Military personnel also fall under the jurisdiction of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC).  Contrarily, the US, amongst others, 
does not submit to the authority of the ICC and would actively  seek to 
prevent their soldiers, sailors, marines or airmen from facing trial at the 
Hague.

Further complicating matters is the nature of the insurgency in 
Afghanistan, fought as it is within civilian communities, with violence 
aimed at Afghans and ISAF personnel by other Afghans and foreign 
!ghters.  The 1977 Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions 
were compiled with the intention of protecting civilians in times of 
international armed con"ict.  Article 48 sets out the responsibility held by 
an attacker, a responsibility that complicates all allied actions, especially 
RPAS operations.

In order to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian 
population and civilian objects, the Parties to the con!ict shall 
at all times distinguish between the civilian population and 
combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives 
and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military 
objectives5.

In the murky world of insurgency warfare such as we !nd in Afghanistan 
today, even if the Taliban or Al Qaeda choose to !ght from amongst 
concentrations of civilians, the UK, as signatories to the 1977 Additional 
Protocols, is not released from its legal obligation to apply lethal force 
in a discriminating manner.  Interestingly, the US has not rati!ed the 
1977 Additional Protocols, which raises an ethical dilemma when 
British military personnel are operating RPASs alongside Americans.  For 
example, a British crew6 seconded to the USAF would still operate the 
Reaper according to UK RoE.  However, if presented with a target that 
fell outside those rules there is nothing to prevent that British crew from 
temporarily being replaced by an American crew whose more permissive 
RoE might allow the use of lethal force.  In such a circumstance no laws 

would appear to have been broken, yet the moral underpinnings of the 
UK’s legal position appears to be somewhat precarious.

There is also a potential moral hazard in the use of unmanned aerial 
systems.  One of the preferred uses of the RPAS is for the ‘targeted killing’ 
of key individuals.  The lack of physical risk to the crew of the systems 
can result in the political willingness to undertake operations that would 
otherwise be avoided because of a high risk of allied casualties and 
the accompanying opprobrium of the general public.  Such thinking 
necessarily escalates the risk to ‘enemy’ civilians where operations 
by conventional forces would otherwise be avoided because of the 
potential loss of military lives.  This moral hazard can only increase as 
technologically advanced governments and militaries strive for greater 
and greater autonomy of remotely operated weapons systems.

One !nal concern to be raised is for those who operate lethal weapons 
platforms from great distances.  Unlike previous generations of aircrew 
who have faced the dangers of battle (as well as current crews of manned 
combat aircraft) from within a war zone.  RPAS crews at Creech Air Force 
Base work in a relatively comfortable physical environment and at the 
end of each day continue a normal domestic existence with family 
and friends.  Studies are already underway to assess the psychological 
consequences of living with an ever-present dichotomy of peace and war 
over an extended period.  In addition, the RPAS crew can spend much 
greater time familiarising themselves with a target before killing him of 
her than is the case with the crew of a fast jet, who might only have a 
few seconds to acquire and strike a target before departing the scene 
equally quickly.  Subsequently, the RPAS can spend much longer loitering 
overhead, its crew watching in great detail the physical consequences of 
the missile or bomb that they have just dropped.

From this brief consideration of events in Afghanistan over the past 
decade it quickly becomes apparent that complexities and tensions exist 
from the political justi!cation of the use of force to the military application 
of lethal violence: exempli!ed here by the Reaper.  There are no easy 
answers.  Conventional warfare of the type seen thirty years ago in the 
Falkland Islands appears with hindsight to be almost straightforward 
when compared to the dilemmas posed on the ground and in the air 
in Afghanistan.  Outright military victory against the Taliban appears 
as distant as Goose Green and Mount Tumbledown; the very notion 
of ‘winning’ is being rede!ned.  The challenge that faces the Royal Air 
Force both now and in the future is to prepare its personnel to operate 
decisively and e#ectively in diverse and ambiguous situations, delivering 
e#ective airpower while maintaining the legal and ethical standards that 
the British people demand.  RAF College Cranwell will continue to play a 
vital role at the heart of that endeavour and the Air Power Studies team 
is proud to make its small contribution.

1. 1.  http://www.defencemanagement.com, 6 July 2011, ‘RAF Reaper strike killed 
civilians’, accessed 15 January 2012.

2. 2.  Article 5, The North Atlantic Treaty, 4 April 1949.
3. 3.  UN Security Council Resolution 1386, 20 December 2001.
4. 4.  Article 2, Charter of the UN, 26 June 1945.

5. 5.  Article 48, Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, 
and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Con"icts (Protocol 
I), 8 June 1977.

6. 6.  A Reaper crew consists of a pilot and a sensor operator.  The former "ies the 
aircraft while the latter controls surveillance equipment and the deployment of 
weapons.
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